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About This Game

BIOS comes from the acronym Basic Input Output System. BIOS is a fast pace First Person Shooter. The player needs to
complete the different simulated hostile environment the fastest way possible, combining skills and strategy. The Early Access

of BIOS, includes 3 games modes: STRIKE (SP) - ANOMALY (SP) - COOP (2-3 Players). It also includes a total of 8
environments and 34 map challenges. BIOS is a fast paced, high octane asynchronous competitive game. Your goal is simple,
make it to the end alive and the fastest way possible. The players will develop strategies and refine their skills to make better

times and compete in the leaderboards.
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\uff32\uff25\uff21\uff2c \uff29\uff33\uff2f\uff30\uff2f\uff24 \uff28\uff2f\uff35\uff32\uff33. This game is like if Snoop
Dogg, Soulja Boy, and Silento\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665into my mouth. Lucky for them I like the
taste of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. very fun and educational. Great game!! I like that you can switch characters
in this game. Very good.. No teleporting, all motion is done via the touch pad so I get motion sickness very fast.

Update 12.08.16 - teleportation movement option now. Respect that, change my review to positive.. Great game.
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Hmmm... I really want to like this game. But I can't recommend it to you.

The game is very buggy. It's crashed twice in the >1H I've played it.

The story of all things is a little distracting? So, there is a character that pops up frequently and you have to stop everything and
aknowledge them while they're talking. This wouldn't be so bad, except they pop up frequently and without really conributing
anything meaningful to your understanding of what is going on. On top of that, there is also a narrator at times as well, but the
game doesn't seem to have paced out the narrator's dialogue enough so that he doesn't cut himself off when you reach the next
point of narration?

Also the platforming is kind of basic and the enemies are very bland looking.

I dunno. Maybe this is nitpicky stuff. But I guess Im not a fan of the pacing of the early game and that's probably going to keep
me from continuing. This game isn't bad per say, it just has some issues is all.. You can tell within minutes that this game is well
crafted and respects the time and efforts of the player. I can't help but recommend this on sale or at full price: just get it..
Astonishing, Amazing, Artificial!
Definitely try it!
Catching story.
Soundtrack 10/10!. If you have always struggled to connect with a nihilist you know this game may be the perfect budget option
to provide some insight.. Been in the cloesd beta so I know the effort that has been put in to this.
It's a game that is best played with firends, it does also require you some time to get up and going.

It's far from perfect and I can't say that I like everything in it. I don't like the UI nor the controlls but the rest of the game makes
up for it. Lot's of mysteries to discorver.

Just remember that if you ever got any questions about the game or find a bug, ask the devs in their discord.
. bad gameplay
no setting
dont buy it. This game is absolute garbage. Asmodee will ban you from playing a game you bought without warning, reason or
telling you that you were actually banned.
Never buy an Asmodee product. You will regret it.. Challenging and very rewarding, with great art and boss designs. Feels real
nice to get a grasp on how to beat each boss.. It's very good software photo editing software!
It's easy to use and has very good features.
It was kinda for me a tutorial on how to use photoshop.
If you want something that's like photoshop but cheaper I recommend buying this.. Reaseacrch all the free music makers first
for chiptunes and you'll find this the most hasle free paid software to make chiptunes that's easy to use. Also, I have Audacity
(Freeware) to handle more complcated mixing like voice or other wavs from other programs. Audacity will also export as a
mp3.
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